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ENCLOSURE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

)
In The Natter of )
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY )

)
Diablo Canyon Power Plant )
Uni ts 1 and 2 )

)

Docket No. 50-275
Facility Operating License
No. DPR-80

Docket No. 50-323
Facility Operating License
No. DPR-82

License Amendment Request No. 93-03

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, Pacific Gas and Electric Company hereby
applies to amend its Diablo Canyon Power Plant Facility Operating
License Nos. DPR-80 and DPR-82 (Licenses).

The proposed changes revise Technical Specification (TS) (Appendix A of the
Licenses) 3/4.3.2, "Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
Instrumentation." Information on the proposed changes is provided in
Attachments A and B.

These changes have been reviewed and are considered not to involve a
significant hazards consideration as defined in 10 CFR 50.92 and not to
require an environmental assessment in accordance with 10 CFR 51.22(b).
Further, there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the
public will not be endangered by the proposed changes.

Sincerely,

Gregory H. Rueger

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 7th day of July 1993.

Attorneys for Pacific Gas and
Electric Company
Howard V. Golub
Christo her J. Warner

Adriane D. olefr , Not y Public Christo her J Warner
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Attachment A

REVISION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 3/4.3.2—
SLAVE RELAY TEST FREQUENCY RELAXATION

A. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT REQUEST

This license amendment request (LAR) proposes to revise Technical
Specification (TS) 3/4.3.2, "Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
Instrumentation," Table 4.3-2, "Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System Instrumentation Surveillance Requirements," to add Table
Notation 3. The notation would relax the slave relay test frequency

'romquarterly to at least once per 18 months during refueling or
extended cold shutdowns. The affected slave relays cause isolation of
the charging and letdown portions of the chemical and volume control
system (CVCS), and actuate charging pump suction valves associated with
volume control tank (VCT) and refueling water storage tank (RWST)
isolation.

B.

Changes to the TS are noted in the marked-up copy of the applicable TS
(Attachment B).

BACKGROUND

The solid state protection system (SSPS) is designed to actuate plant
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) components when it receives the
appropriate input signals. The SSPS consists of two redundant,
electrically independent trains. Non-redundant ESF components can be
actuated by either SSPS train. Redundant ESF components are arranged so
that one SSPS train actuates one of the components, and the other SSPS
train actuates the other component.

ESF components are actuated by slave relays in the SSPS. The slave
relays are actuated by master relays, which are actuated by the logic
circuits of the SSPS. Each slave relay actuates multiple ESF
components. Actuation of five particular slave relays currently results
in the actuation of ten valves in the charging and letdown portions of
the CVCS, as well as additional ESF components. The ten CVCS valves are
actuated by either a safety injection (SI) signal or a Phase A
containment isolation signal. A Phase A containment isolation signal is
generated as a subset of any SI signal. The ten CVCS valves of concern
perform the following functions:

CVCS-8149A/B/C: These three valves are parallel letdown orifice
isolation valves. Letdown flow rate during normal
operation is regulated by opening one or two of these
valves. These valves serve as containment isolation
valves and will close upon receipt of a Phase A
containment isolation signal. They will also
automatically isolate a high energy line break outside
containment upstream of the letdown heat exchanger due
to high heat exchanger room temperature.
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CVCS-8152'his valve is the letdown isolation valve outside
containment. It is located downstream of the letdown
orifice stop valves. This valve closes upon receipt of
a Phase A containment isolation signal.

CVCS-LCV-112B/C: These two valves are VCT isolation valves in series.
The valves are located between the VCT and the suction
of the charging pumps. The valves close on an SI
signal to isolate the VCT from the suction of the
charging pumps when the suction of the charging pumps
is automatically realigned to the RWST.

SI-8805A/B: These two valves are parallel valves that open on an SI
signal. They provide a flowpath from the RWST to the
suction of the charging pumps for emergency core
cooling.

CVCS-8107/8108: These two valves are isolation valves in series that
isolate the normal charging line upon receipt of an SI
signal to assure that all water discharged from the
RWST via the charging pumps is directed through the
emergency core cooling flow path.

To support a relaxation in the test frequency, a design change will be
implemented to move the 10 CVCS valves to spare slave relays. Phase A
slave relay K612A will actuate valves CVCS-8149A/B/C. Phase A slave
relay K614B will actuate CVCS-8152. SI slave relay K615A will actuate
CVCS-8107, CVCS-LCV-112B, and SI-8805A. SI slave relay K615B will
actuate CVCS-8108, CVCS-LCV-112C, and SI-8805B.

The CVCS is designed to control water level in the pressurizer, provide
cooling to the reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals, and provide a means of
chemistry control of the reactor coolant system (RCS). The charging
portion of the CVCS provides makeup and seal injection into the RCS

during normal operation. The letdown portion of the CVCS removes excess
water injected into the RCS so that pressurizer level can be maintained
at its programmed level, and RCS water quality can be maintained at
optimum conditions. Additionally, the charging pumps provide a high
head injection function following receipt of an SI signal to allow RWST

water to be injected into the RCS via the emergency core cooling
flowpath.

PG&E tests the SSPS as part of the ESF Actuation System (ESFAS)
surveillance. The actuation logic test verifies the reactor trip and
ESF logic signal output given simulated input signals to the SSPS. A
master relay test energizes each master relay and verifies the
continuity of the circuit through each slave relay coil associated with
the particular master relay. Slave relay coil continuity is
demonstrated by a reduced voltage test signal, which is sufficient to
light a test lamp, but not sufficient to cause actuation of the slave
relay. Finally, a slave relay test is performed that actuates each
slave relay. Each slave relay is actuated via a test switch that
applies normal voltage to the associated slave relay. The slave relay
is then verified operable through a continuity check or actuation of
associated testable components.
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C.

The proposed changes to the TS would require that Phase A slave relays
K612A and K614B, and SI slave relays K615A and K615B, which will actuate
only the subject 10 CVCS valves, be tested once every 18 months during
refueling or an extended cold shutdown. The master relay test, which
verifies the continuity of the slave relay coil, will remain at its
current monthly staggered test frequency.

JUSTIFICATION

On September 25, 1990, Westinghouse informed PGRE of a potential issue
regarding charging and letdown line transients. The issue involved
containment isolation tests performed quarterly during power operations.
The tests isolate charging and letdown flows, resulting in thermal
transients not accounted for in the design of the systems. PGKE test
data and operating experience have shown that the charging and letdown
lines have experienced thermal transients as a result of the containment
isolation test. Westinghouse recommended that the quarterly tests be
revised so that the valves are not stroked.

In addition to the problems identified by Westinghouse, PGEE has
experienced reactivity and hydraulic transients during quarterly SSPS
testing of the ten CVCS valves. In order to test the charging pump
suction realignment from the VCT to the RWST, normal letdown is isolated
and charging flow is reduced to the minimum flow required to maintain a
stable supply to the RCP seals. Excess letdown is placed in service to
control pressurizer level. The slave relay is actuated, causing the
suction valve realignment. Even though the operators are instructed to
immediately restore the valves to normal configuration upon completion
of the test, a significant amount of RWST water with a nominal boron
concentration of 2300 parts per million (PPM) is injected into the RCS

through the RCP seals. The resulting transients in average reactor
coolant temperature are common, particularly at the end of core life.
Additionally, restoration of normal letdown following testing causes
hydraulic transients, including actuation of letdown line relief valves.

The following provides the justification for relaxing the test frequency
of slave relays K612A, K614B, K615A, and K615B.

K612A: quarterly testing of this relay will cause isolation of
the normal letdown portion of the CVCS. The isolation
of letdown at power causes thermal transients on the
regenerative letdown heat exchanger and the excess
letdown heat exchanger. Letdown isolation also causes
RCP seal pressure transients when charging flow is
minimized to maintain pressurizer level. During the
time when normal letdown is isolated, pressurizer level
control is dependent upon the capacity of excess
letdown. Additionally, restoration of normal letdown
frequently results in pressure transients that cause
relief valves in the letdown line to lift.

K614B:
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quarterly testing of this relay will cause isolation of
the normal letdown portion of the CVCS. The isolation
of letdown at power causes thermal transients on the
regenerative letdown heat exchanger and the excess





letdown heat exchanger. Letdown isolation also causes
RCP seal pressure transients. During the time when
normal letdown is isolated, pressurizer level control
is dependent upon the capacity of excess letdown.
Additionally, restoration of normal letdown frequently
results in pressure transients that cause relief valves
in the letdown line to lift.

K615A:

K615B:

quarterly testing of this relay will result in the
injection of borated water into the RCS, which adds
negative reactivity, and causes control rod movement
and RCS temperature transients. Isolation of normal
letdown will also occur upon actuation of this relay.

quarterly testing of this relay will result in the
injection of borated water into the RCS, which adds
negative reactivity, and causes control rod movement
and RCS temperature transients. Isolation of normal
letdown will also occur upon actuation of this relay.

Although slave relays can be tested using circuit continuity checks that
do not cause actuation of the final ESF component, operating experience
has shown that these methods are unreliable and could potentially cause
a reactor trip due to undesired component actuation. Additionally, the
components necessary to perform continuity tests for all of the circuits
of concern will not fit in the SSPS test cabinets.

D.

The proposed changes to the TS requirements to relax the surveillance
frequency for specific slave relays to once every 18 months have been
previously approved in the original TS for Calloway Nuclear Plant, Wolf
Creek Unit 1, and South Texas Project.

SAFETY EVALUATION

Slave relays are used to actuate all ESF components upon receipt of the
appropriate signals from the SSPS logic. If a slave relay fails to
actuate, ESF equipment associated with the slave relay will not
automatically actuate in response to an accident condition. However,
only one train of ESF components is required to function to satisfy the
assumptions in the accident analyses.

Relaxing the slave relay test frequency reduces the number of tests
performed on the relays, and potentially reduces the number of
opportunities to identify problems with the slave relays. However,
based upon Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) operating experience, the
slave relays at DCPP are very reliable. A slave relay has never failed
to operate at DCPP when actuated due to a problem with the relay.

Additionally, the slave relays proposed for the relaxed test frequency
are identical in design to other slave relays in the SSPS. Since only
6.25 percent of the total number of slave relays are proposed for the
relaxed test frequency, there is a high level of confidence that if a
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failure due to a generic design defect or application were present, it
would be discovered during the quarterly tests of the other slave
relays. Additionally, the continuity of the slave relay coils will
continue to be verified during SSPS master relay testing.

In order to quantify the increase in risk associated with relaxing the
test frequency for slave relays K612A, K614B, K615A, and K615B, a
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) was performed. A PRA evaluates the
probability that core damage will occur as the result of an action. The
probability that core damage will occur, or the core damage frequency
(CDF), is evaluated in terms of the probability of core damage occurring
in a given reactor operating year.

In the PRA, component failure probabilities are comprised of standby
failures and shock failures. A standby failure is a failure of a
component that occurs between equipment actuations. A standby failure
can be detected by testing and repaired. A shock failure is a failure
of a component when actuated. The probability of a shock failure
occurring is not affected by a change in testing frequency. The
probability of a standby failure, however, increases as the testing
frequency is decreased, since fewer opportunities will exist to identify
the failure. Consequently, the results of the PRA for relaxing the test
frequency of some slave relays is dependent on the fraction of the total
failure probability attributed to standby failures.

Since the increase in the test frequency diminishes not only the
opportunities to identify standby failures of the slave relays, but also
diminishes the opportunities to identify standby failures of the
associated valves, both were considered in the PRA.

The PRA assumed that 50 percent of the failures of the relays and valves
were standby failures, and 50 percent were shock failures. The PRA
proportionally increased the standby failure rate of the slave relays
and the CVCS valves by the change in the test frequency. This
conservatively assumes that the failure rate of the slave relays and the
CVCS valves is directly proportional to the change in the test
frequency.

The PRA determined that the increase in CDF associated with relaxing the
test frequency for slave relays K612A, K614B, K615A, and K615B from
quarterly to 18 months (including relaxing the test frequency of the
associated CVCS valves) was 1. 1E-6/yr. This increase in CDF resulting
from internal events from 8.8E-5/yr to 8.9E-5/yr represents a 1.2
percent increase in risk associated with the proposed change in slave
relay testing.

The increase in risk is judged to be acceptable when considering the
benefits in risk to be obtained by the less frequent cycling of the
letdown and charging isolation valves at power. Additionally, the
increase in risk was evaluated for the conservative bounding case where
100 percent of the total failure probability for the affected relays and
valves is attributed to standby failures. The bounding increase in risk
of approximately 2.9 percent is judged to be acceptable given the
unlikely situation where the failure probabilities for the affected
relays and valves are caused by standby failures.
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E.

Based on the above evaluation, PGLE believes there is reasonable
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be adversely
affected by the proposed TS changes.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION

PGEE has evaluated the no significant hazards considerations
involved with the proposed amendment, focusing on the three

'tandardsset forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the
procedures in paragraph 50.91, that a proposed amendment to an
operating license for a facility licensed under paragraph 50.21(b)
or paragraph 50.22 or a testing facility involves no significant
hazards considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the no significant hazards
consideration standards.

Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The changes proposed eliminate charging and letdown thermal and
hydraulic transients not anticipated when the system was designed.
Additionally, reactivity transients are reduced. The relaxed
surveillance frequency does not significantly increase the chances
of a slave relay failure, since generic problems with slave relays
would be identified through the testing of the other slave relays
at DCPP.

2.
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A PRA was performed to quantify the increase in the CDF as a
result of the relaxed test frequency. The PRA demonstrated that
the CDF associated with testing slave relays K612A, K614B, K615A,
and K615B on an 18-month frequency is not significantly increased.

Therefore, based on the above evaluation, the proposed changes do
not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously

evaluated'xtending

the surveillance testing frequency for the previously
described relays does not introduce any new component into the
facility, change the operating methodology of the plant, or result
in changes to parameters governing plant operation.





Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated for DCPP.

F.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The increased surveillance frequency for the previously described
relays will result in a longer operational period without testing
the described relays and valves. However, the proven, high
reliability of the currently installed slave relays, ensures that
there is an insignificant effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

G.

Based on the above safety evaluation, PGLE concludes that the changes
proposed by this LAR satisfy the no significant hazards consideration
standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and, accordingly, a no significant hazards
finding is justified.

ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

PGKE has evaluated the proposed changes and determined the changes
do not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a
significant change in the types or significant increase in the
amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite, or (iii) a
significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational
radiation exposure. Accordingly, the proposed changes meet the
eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR

51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an
environmental assessment of the proposed changes is not required.
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